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Venus. If your story doesn't encompass 

anything on the screen, use other 

analogies—"in the tradi t ion of 

Georgette Heyer", "a modern-day 

Wuthering Heights set in New York 

city", "Beauty lifting a 100 year old 

curse from the beast" or "Cinderfella 

meets Miss Universe." 

Before your pitch: 

• Prepare your notes on cards—it's not 

an exam, so don't struggle with a 

mental blank!  

• Research your editor and her 

publisher. Find out what she's 

acquiring, what themes, plots or 

stories hold her interest. Try a search 

on Google, check out the Romantic 

Times Magazine, back copies of your 

chapter newsletter, eHarlequin 

boards and by asking questions of 

other authors and writers;  

• Jot down a brief list of your writing 

achievements;  

• Practice your pitch in front of the 

mirror, with a family member or 

critique partner. Polish your pitch until 

you can get the gist of your story 

across with as little verbiage as 

possible.  

At the pitch: 

Generally, pitches run in this order: 

• Introduction and exchange of 

pleasantries;  

• Launch into pitch—intro hero/heroine, 

their basic traits and their inciting 

incident (how they come together);  

Perfecting Your Editor Pitch 
 

Want to maximize your chances for a partial or full request? 
 

Best-selling Harlequin Desire author, Paula Roe, shares pitching tips to 
help you bypass the slushpile. 

• Answer any questions about the novel 

that the editor may have;  

• Talk about your other work, contest 

successes, other publishing credits 

and your background;  

• Ask any questions of the editor ("What 

is your line focusing on now?" "How 

do you feel about related books in a 

series?");  

• Exchange of business cards and 

goodbyes.  

Important things to remember: 

• Be punctual—lateness doesn't look 

good and also cuts into your pitch 

time;  

• Wear business clothes to project 

professionalism—business pants/skirt, 

shirt and jacket. You can always take 

the jacket off later;  

• Smile and shake the editor's hand 

when you introduce yourself;  

• If applicable, briefly mention meeting 

her at another conference or online 

boards, e.g. "I've really been enjoying 

your 'Editor No-Nos" column at the Ivy 

authors website."  

• Be prepared to answer questions 

about other details of your story but 

resist the urge to keep talking about 

the plot and over-explaining the 

details;  

• Be modest. Editors are extremely 

skeptical when writers gush about 

how fabulous their writing is or claim 

(Continued on page 12) 

F 
or the author, an editor pitch 

means bypassing the dreaded 

slush pile, elevating their 

unsolicited query letter and 

synopsis to a 'requested material' 

manuscript in 10 minutes. For the 

editor, it's the possibility of acquiring 

gold—a new author for their list.  

A pitch isn't you reading out your 

synops is  word- fo r-word :  th ink 

'overview' of the story and characters—

their goals, motivations, conflict. Sum 

up your story in a couple of catchy 

sentences. For example, "‘Is There 

Love on Mars?’ is an alternate-

historical fantasy set in the year 3100, 

and targeted at Berkley's Brava 

imprint. At approximately 100,000 

words, it's a sensual, save-the-world 

story involving Kane, a geeky time 

traveler hero and Juno, queen of Mars, 

who captures him as her sex slave." 

This is known as the 'TV Guide grab'. 

Back-cover blurbs are perfect for this. 

In the above example we've 

incorporated the marketing and story 

hooks because the editor will want to 

know where she can place the novel 

on the shelves. If your ms incorporates 

a popular storyline or hot premise, use 

it—marriage of convenience, secret 

baby, amnesia, in love with the boss, 

sex for hire, school reunion, bad boy 

meets good girl. For example, "I have a 

big-city, second-chance-at-love-story 

aimed at Silhouette Desire." 

Make a comparison with films, TV 

shows or popular themes—this will 

give the editor a clearer picture of your 

book i.e. Survivor in the Antarctic, Lara 

Croft meets GI Joe, Charmed set on 
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WELCOME 
TO OUR NEWEST MEMBERS: 

 
 

Susan Chapman from Wellington 
 

Helen Lacey from Queensland 
 

Amanda Reynolds-Smith from NSW 
 

Ruth Andrews from Auckland 
 

Netta Newbound from Taumarunui 
 

Gael Thompson from Rotorua 

Editors’ Desk 
 

In Heart To Heart this month we’re focusing on pitching (both verbal and written) and 

querying. For some of us it’s going to help with face-to-face conference appointments. 

However, several people have said to me, “I’m not able to go to conference.”  

That’s okay. What we’re doing here with Book In A Year is intended to help you onto the 

next stage of your writing career no matter where you are, or what your finances or 

mobility are like. You might not be able to pitch to an editor face-to-face this year but 

you can still query via email. There’s some fabulous advice here from people who know 

the business inside out. Why not maximise your chances of a positive response by 

putting it into practice?  

If there’s one thing I’ve taken from these articles it’s that a good pitch and query letter 

are essential sales tools in the writer’s toolbox, and as necessary to a writer’s success 

as a solid hammer and screwdriver are to a carpenter.  

The long and short of it is: the hard work doesn’t stop when the book is written. It just 

changes! So pitch your work. And if you’re at conference and scared stiff, don’t worry. 

You’re not alone. The person sitting next to you outside the pitching room—and shaking 

like crazy—will probably be one of us! 

 

Gracie, Rachel, Bron, & Karen 

H2H Editorial Team Contest Results 

ARE YOU TEMPTED? 

 

Thank you to all who entered the Are You Tempted? contest. The standard was 

high and it was hard to choose the finalists. All entries were anonymous and the 

five finalists picked by Gracie and Karen were: 

• Faye Robertson 

• Meryl Brew 

• Margie Stewart 

• Pamela Gervai 

• Angela Bissell 

Margie Lawson has picked the overall winner—Angela Bissell. Congratulations, 
Angela! Angela wins a copy of Margie’s lecture package, Writing Dialogue Cues. 

And here is Angela’s winning entry. 
 

He was like the mountains of her birthplace—dark and mysterious and 

compelling. A man with secrets so deeply buried, a past so closely guarded, she 

couldn’t imagine ever carving a path through his impenetrable façade. Even his 

face, so beautiful it made her insides ache, reminded her of that majestic 

mountain range. Of its craggy peaks and shadowed valleys. Of a landscape 

relentless and remote—yet strangely inviting. 

He stepped nearer, his body a naked canvas of taut flesh and honed muscle, 

perfect but for the latticework of scars that crisscrossed his lower torso. She 

pressed her palm against his chest, felt his heart pound beneath her fingertips. 

Strong and rhythmic. Hypnotic. She shook her head and he smiled—a slow, 

seductive, you-will-not-resist-me smile. 

“Come with me,” he breathed in her ear, his voice slick with promise, his black-

fringed eyes glittering like a star-studded sky. 

His scent—earthy and bold—assailed her nostrils, his pheromones infusing her 

senses with a subtle warning. This man did not promise safety. Or comfort. He 

promised danger and excitement and freedom—a wild, pleasure-steeped 

journey that would ride them both to the highest precipice, and plunge her 

heedlessly into the unknown. 
 

Many thanks to all who entered. Keep an eye out for more comps coming from the 

Editorial team! 

We are  

continually faced by great opportunities 

brilliantly disguised as insoluble 

problems. 

Anonymous 
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From The Pres. 
 

What’s happening in RWNZ? 
 

President Abby Gaines brings us up-to-date with the latest news. 

I’m writing this on a gorgeous day that looks more like 

midsummer than early winter. (And as long as I keep the 

doors and windows shut, it feels like summer, too!)  

The peaceful view from my window belies the fact that this is 

RWNZ’s busiest time of year: conference preparations are in 

full swing, we’re gearing up for the Annual General Meeting 

and membership renewals, and we’re looking ahead to what  

services we might offer members in 2012. As always, we’re 

keen to hear your views on what you’d like from RWNZ—

feel free to email any member of the Executive (contact 

details on the back of this newsletter). 

Conference update 

Most you will have received the recent all-member email 

announcing that Sue Grimshaw, former national book buyer 

for Borders Books in the USA and now editor-at-large for 

Ballantine Bantam Dell, will be attending RWNZ’s 

conference, Love & Other Crimes, August 19-21 at the 

Crowne Plaza Hotel in Auckland.  

Sue has an encyclopedic knowledge of the romance market, 

and she’s now acquiring authors for BBD’s digital and print 

imprints. Authors you may know of who are published under 

the Ballantine imprint include: Tess Gerritsen (our keynote 

speaker!), Allison Brennan, Judy Garwood, Suzanne 

Brockman, Stefanie Sloane, Nicole Jordan, Linda Howard. 

Authors you may know of who are published under the 

Bantam imprint include: Janet Evanovich, Lisa Gardner, 

Diana Gabaldon, Molly O’Keefe (another speaker at Love & 

Other Crimes), and Keri Arthur (Aussie author). 

BBD has an exciting new digital initiative underway, too—

we’ll look forward to hearing more about that from Sue 

Grimshaw. By the way, Sue is wonderfully enthusiastic 

about attending our conference and sharing her knowledge 

with us… and she’s keen to hear your pitches! There will be 

limited pitch slots available, as with all our editor and agent 

appointments, so the sooner you register for conference, the 

better.  

Those of you who’ve been submitting for a while will know 

the frustrations of having your manuscript sit in an editor’s 

“slush pile”—waiting up to a year to hear from an editor who 

has no idea who you are and isn’t particularly inclined to find 

out. That’s if your target publisher even accepts un-agented 

queries. Pitching to an editor at conference gives you the 

chance to strike a personal rapport with an editor, lets you 

submit with the magic words “requested material” in your 

submission, and hopefully produces a speedier response. It 

also allows you to submit to an editor who normally won’t 

consider anything that doesn’t come via a literary agent.  

By the way, if you didn’t receive the email from RWNZ about 

Sue—there’s always a handful of emails that bounce back—

please let us know your correct email address. Send details 

to rwnzmembership@gmail.com 

In further conference news, there’s been a reshuffle of 

Saturday workshop times, plus we now have an additional 

published author session (with Sue Grimshaw). Please check  

the conference pages of this issue for more information and 

for a wonderful article, written by Kris Pearson, about how 

you can expect your conference weekend to play out. 

Don’t forget, there’s a ton of conference information on the 

RWNZ website: www.romancewriters.co.nz/conference. 

If you haven’t been to an RWNZ conference before, I urge 

you to try it. You’ll be made so welcome you won’t have time 

to feel nervous! And it’s likely to help your career 

immeasurably—I’m certain I wouldn’t have sold my first book 

when I did if it hadn’t been for a conference. For those of you 

who have been before, this year’s conference, with its 

emphasis on digital publishing and ebooks as well as 

traditional publishing, will bring you right up to date with our 

fast-changing market. 

If knowledge is power, and if we’re writing in an environment 

where we, the writers, have very little power, then boosting 

our knowledge seems like a very good idea. 

Power to the Writers! 

Abby Gaines 

RWNZ President 

♥♥♥ 

 

RWNZ CONTEST SCHEDULE 2011 
 

CHAPTER SHORT STORY CONTEST WINNERS 
Yvonne Walus 
Tyree Connor 
Rachel Jones 

 

HMB GREAT BEGINNINGS CONTEST 
Judging in Progress 

 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS CONTESTS 
All contests close Friday, 24 June 2011 

Final Judges: 
No.1 Contest: Jessica Faust, BookEnds Literary Agency 

No. 2 Contest: Lucy Gilmour, HM&B, London 
No. 3 Contest: Angela James, Carina Press 

(Entry information is available on RWNZ’s website.) 
 

STRICTLY SINGLE CONTEST 
Closes Friday, 23 September 2011 

Final Judge:  
Alex Logan, Grand Central Publishing 

Agent Judge:  
Elaine Spencer, The Knight Agency 

(Entry information is available on RWNZ’s website.) 
 

If you have any questions, contact  
Viv Constable, Contests Coordinator: 

vconstable@xtra.co.nz  
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 Woos, Hoos, and News 
 

Celebrating our members’ achievements. 
 

Tyree Connor keeps us in the loop with RWNZ’s successes here 
and overseas. Let her know yours at rocker.t@xtra.co.nz  

Here Comes The Judge! 

Have you ever thought about 

volunteering as a judge for one of 

RWNZ's great contests but been put off 

because you weren't sure about the 

judging process? Are you already a 

judge but would like a bit of a refresher? 

Well, we have the answer for you. 

RWNZ’s Judge Training Scheme is now 

underway. 

By enrolling in the scheme, not only will 

you receive some great guidelines on 

how to score, what to score, what to look 

for and what not to look for, but you’ll 

also get a chance to study some pre-

judged samples to see how it's done. 

After that, it will be your turn to have a go 

at judging a sample piece of writing in a 

non-competitive environment and you'll 

get feedback to let you know how you 

went. So, how about it? Ready to give it a 

go? 

If so, then email the Judge Training 

Coordinator at 

rwnzjudgetraining@gmail.com 

Chapter Short Story 2011  

Final Placings 

1st   Yvonne Walus 

2nd  Tyree Connor 

3rd   Rachel Jones 

Finalists:  
Kendra Delugar 

Rachel Jones (second entry) 

Melissa Smith 

Sherilee Wakelin 

Watch out for the RWNZ's short story 

anthology, Liaisons. It will be out later 

this year with the top twelve stories. 

 

Many thanks to our fabulous sponsor, 

Frances Loo of Chapter Bookshop and 
Tea Rooms in Mt Eden. Also thank you 

to the final judge, Julie Redlich, Editor 
of Woman's Day, and to all the first 

round judges. 

 

Vonnie Hughes has sold another Regency to Aurora, the Regency arm of Aspen Mountain Press. 
Mr. Montfort’s Marriage is due for release early next year. 

SALES! 

Harlequin Great Beginnings 2011 

Finalists (in alphabetical order) 

Jackie Coates 

Kendra Delugar 

Bernice Greenham 

Diana Holmes 

Faye Robertson (entry 1) 

Faye Robertson (entry 2) 

Congratulations, ladies! 

Release Success 

Sandra Hyatt got 4 ½ stars and a Top 

Pick from Romantic Times magazine 
for her July Desire, Falling for the 

Princess. She will also be their spotlight 

author in July—so check it out! 

Nalini Singh’s tenth Psy-Changeling 

novel, Kiss of Snow, debuted at #9 on 
the NYT hardcover list. This marked the 

first time her series has been sold in 

hardcover. 

Competitions 

Toni Kenyon came runner-up in the 

eHarlequin SuperRomance Memorial 

Day Challenge Contest. 

Susanna Rogers placed second in the 
Romantic Suspense category of the 

Sheila Contest. 

Rebecca Skrabl won the Paranormal 

section of the Winter Rose Contest. 

NEW RELEASES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Time To Bury the Past 

Anne Ashby 

Release: Digital and Print 

The Wild Rose Press 

Secrets and Seduction 

Jane Beckenham 

Samhain 

Congratulations to Trudi Caffell and 

husband Peter on the safe arrival of 

their first baby, a daughter called Zoey.  

Fabulous news—and more nerve-

wracking than producing a book!! 

SUCCESSES! 
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Building the Perfect Pitch 
 

Where do you start? 
 

Writer, speaker, instructor, and independent editor, Janet Wellington, 
shows us how to survive the Editor/Agent appointment. 

T 
he short pitch is actually one of 

three “different length” pitches I 

recommend you have ready for 

every manuscript you’re trying 

to sell. First, here is an overview of the 

three lengths of pitches: 

1) A pitch designed for the eight to 

ten minute individual appointment 

(though you’ll actually be preparing 

something about 3-5 minutes long). 

This pitch gives an overview of 

character, conflict, some plot points, 

and the story. Your goal is to get the 

listener hooked on setting, protagonist, 

and problem—and, in order to whittle 

your summary down to a five-minute 

pitch, you must analyze your story for 

inherent conflict, originality, and gut 

emotional appeal. 

2) A one-minute-or-less pitch; a 

good one- or two-liner. You need a 
one-minute (or even shorter) pitch you 

can use for group appointments, 

schmoozing opportunities, or that lucky 

elevator ride at a conference where the 

editor or agent asks the question: “So, 

what do you write?” 

I strongly suggest that you actually time 

yourself for each of your pitches—you 

don’t want to be rambling on for 3 or 4 

minutes if you’re invited to make a 1-

minute pitch at a group appointment, 

for example. And make sure your short 

pitch (which usually is a sentence or 

two) is smooth and brief—practice it out 

loud (in the shower, while you're 

driving, during your morning walk with 

the dog—this is ideal because the 

canine critic is never critical!). 

3) The high-concept “phrase.” There 
are many ways to refer to this. It’s 

sometimes referred to as a logline or a 

pitchline—but I think of this very, very 

short pitch as essentially a phrase 

that’s a teaser, something kind of 

catchy, and it usually uses an easily 

recognizable reference to another novel 

or a movie, as in: The Titanic in outer 

space, or Gone With the Wind meets 

Jack the Ripper. Obviously you can’t 

tell your whole story in a phrase, but 

you can certainly hint at it—with the 

goal (usually) being to get the listener 

to ask for more. 

Know Your Story 

Trust me, all of us have probably had 

the same thought at some point: “It’s 

impossible to summarize my 400-page 

manuscript in a single sentence, or 

even a paragraph—there’s just too 

much happening!” 

The thing is, if you can’t reduce the 

story down to a sentence or two, 

there’s most likely something wrong. 

Maybe the protagonist’s desires are not 
clearly defined. 

Maybe there are too many “important” 
characters, which makes it difficult to 

say, “oh, it’s his story.” 

Maybe you’ve lost the passion for the 
story you’re pitching. 

Maybe the plot is all over the place, 
making it truly difficult to state 

succinctly what happens because there 

are too many scenes that don’t support 

the main plot or subplot. 

Maybe the turning points aren’t there—
nothing clearly spins the story in a new 

direction, and it’s more a matter of “this 

happens, then this happens, then this 

happens” which is the definition of a 

story that is “episodic.” 

Maybe the hero/heroine isn ’ t 
sympathetic. 

Maybe the main character is unlikable. 

Maybe the story is just too unique, 
which—sorry—is going to make 

marketing it more difficult. (Which, 

believe me, is on the mind of agents 

and editors, especially when listening to 

a newer writer—the goal is to have the 

agent think, “I know just the editor who 

will like this,” and the editor thinking, 

“the marketing staff is going to love 

this.”). 

Do you see what I mean? 

That’s why we have to understand our 

stories. Intimately. In order to pitch the 

story, the writer must understand the 

heart of the story. 

One-Liners are #1 

Let’s start with that middle ground—the 

pitch that is basically a one-liner, or a 

descriptive sentence or two that 

captures the essence of the story. 

I chose to focus on the short pitch 

because I truly believe it’s the most 

important. Even at a ten-minute 

individual appointment you can get by 

with a one-minute-or-less pitch (even a 

one-liner) if it’s really good. Then you 
can use the rest of the time to answer 

questions, obtain information, and see 

if you have good chemistry with the 

agent or editor. 

Many writers can’t imagine sitting 

through an individual appointment, 

believing they’ll choke under the 

pressure. I still encourage you to do the 

work to create all the different lengths 
of pitches, but I wanted to insert a 

safety net for those who are having 

second thoughts of ever signing up for 

an individual agent/editor appointment.  

Even if you have an individual 

appointment, you can utilize the short 

pitch. 

Your wonderful one-liner should also 

utilize some kind of tasty bit having to 

do with your story—which I would 

define as the hook of the story. 

Hooks 

There are many different definitions of 

a hook. But here’s what I think a hook 

is. A hook is the reason this story is just 

a little bit different/interesting/engaging.  

It’s the X-factor—that thing that makes 

the reader browsing in a bookstore 

want to read beyond the back cover 

blurb. It’s what makes the agent ask for 

a proposal even though they’ve heard 

half a dozen cowboy/bride/secret baby 

romance pitches that day. Or it’s why 

the editor reading an e-query requests 

pages or even the complete manuscript 

even though they haven’t read a word. 

The hook is difficult to pin down. And it 

can be very, very subjective (which is 

why one person can love the idea of 

your story, while another person 

doesn’t get it at all or doesn’t feel the 

spark). 

I believe the hook can be the setting or 

time period, perhaps, or something 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Novellas Need Love Too Contest 

Deadline: 01 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Un/Published categories 

Enter: First 5 pages 

Fee: $10 

www.celtichearts.org 

 

2011 Golden Palm 

Deadline: 15 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Any writer who has never been contracted in 
book-length fiction (40,000+ words) from any publisher 

Enter: 25 pages 

Fee: $25 

http://www.frwriters.org/contests.htm 

 

2011 Heart To Heart 

Deadline: 15 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Unpublished 

Enter: First 15 pages where H and h meet for the first time 

Fee: $15 

www.sfarwa.com 

 

Laurel Wreath 

Deadline: 31 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Published RWA members 

Enter: 3 copies of printed book 

Fee: $20 

http://www.vcrw.net/index.php/contests 

Contests and Markets 
 

P.D.R. Lindsay-Salmon shares some potential markets and 
Rachel Collins suggests a few contests. 

Potential Markets 

Wink Publishing 

This new British e-publisher seeks to promote new writers.  

Be aware: This is a cooperative type publisher where “joined
-up” readers vote on which book to publish. 

Market: Accepted fiction will be as an e-book only. 

Eligibility: Unpublished authors only may submit. 

Details: http://www.wink-publishing.com/ 

 

Bedtime Story Competition 

Charming UK competition for a bedtime story, 1,500—3,000 
words. Romance, any genre acceptable as well as literary 
and contemporary fiction.  

Prizes: Monthly cash prizes as well as the main competition 
prize.  

Deadline: 28 October, 2011 

Details: http://www.avogel.co.uk/story/ 

 

Beachwalk Press 

New U.S. e-book publisher. Looking for all types of romance, 
sensual not sweet. Want to publish 6-8 novels per month. 
Check their detailed guidelines for the specifics. 

Details: www.beachwalkpress.com 

 

Carina Press 

Harlequin’s digital romance imprint is spreading a wider net 
and seeks women’s fiction, SF and Fantasy, mystery, and 
thrillers. The editors will accept novellas. Check the website 
for precise guidelines. 

Be aware: Carina offers no advances and no DRM 
protection for your work.  

Details: www.carinapress.com 

 

Avon Romance e-print 

New from Avon. Seeks all sub-genres of romance. Read the 
FAQs at the website, then query. 

Be aware: Avon Impulse offers no advances but provides 
DRM protection for your work.  

Details: www.avonromance.com/impulse/ 

 

Overseas Contests 
RWI Where The Magic Begins 

Deadline: 1 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Unpublished  

Enter: First 25 pages and one page synopsis 

Fee: $27 

http://rwimagiccontests.wordpress.com/rwi-contests 

 

Golden Rose 

Deadline: 1 August, 2011 

Eligibility: Unpublished 

Enter: Up to 50 pages 

Fee: $30/$50 

www.rosecityromancewriters.com 

Conference Speaker: 

Sue Grimshaw 

Former romance book buyer for 
national USA bookstore chains 
Borders and Waldenbooks Sue 
Grimshaw was appointed Category 
Specialist and Editor At Large for 
New York publisher Ballantine 
Bantam Dell, a division of Random House, in April 2011.  
Sue is working primarily with the digital arm of the business, 
acquiring books for its new imprint.  Sue is also a primary 
contributor to Random House’s soon-to-be released 
website, Romance@Random—currently on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/RomanceAtRandom.  

Sue Grimshaw has an arguably unrivalled knowledge of 
romance novel merchandising and distribution in the USA. 
During her ten years at Borders/Waldenbooks, she was the 
recipient of many industry awards, including the 2010 
Romantic Times Melinda Helfer Industry Award. In 2008 
Grimshaw received the prestigious Vivian Stephens Industry 
Award from Romance Writers of America. Other honours 
include the inaugural Orange County Chapter of RWA 
Helping Hand Industry Award in 2008, Colorado Romance 
Writers Bookseller Of The Year in 2005 and 2007, and the 
2005 Romance Times Book Club appreciation award.  
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Scene Checklist 

Is there a clear scene 
goal? Does the point-of-
view character want 
something or want to 
accomplish something 
during the scene? 

Is the point of view clear? 
Would the scene be more 
i n t e r e s t i n g  a n d / o r 
dramatic if another point-
of-view character had 
been used instead? 

Have you oriented the 
reader quickly so she 
won’t be confused? Are 
the five Ws covered?  
(Who? What? When? 
Where? Why?)  

Is there some tactical 
disaster (conflict) which 
hinders the scene goal? 

Have you clearly used the 
principle of action/
reaction and cause/
effect? Remember that all 
the character’s actions 
should be clearl y 
motivated. 

Is the dialogue crisp, 
natural, and to the point? 
Have you used action 
verbs? 

Is it clear at all times who 
i s  s p e a k i n g ?  D o 
pronouns refer back to 
the person to whom 
they’re supposed to 
refer? 

Is there an effective 
balance of action, 
dialogue, and narration? 
(Always keeping in mind 
the scene goal!) Are 
needless words omitted? 

Does the scene flow? Is it 
easy to read? 

Does the scene move the 
story forward? Reveal 
some new facet of 
personality or motivation 
or conflict or plot that the 
reader didn't know 
before? 

Does the scene end with 
a dramatic hook/disaster, 
story question, or reverse 
disaster? 

Scene And Sequel 
 

The Building Blocks of Great Fiction. 
 
In the second part of her two-part series USA today best-selling author, 
Patricia Kay, teaches us how to craft a sequel. 

of just a transition. 

Like a scene, a sequel can be long or short. 

Unlike a scene, a sequel has only one 

character, usually the character whose point of 

view wasn’t used in the previous scene. 

Reason? You’ve already given the reader the 

point-of-view character’s thoughts in the scene. 

Now you want to give them the other 

character’s thoughts. 

Example: in my second book for Harlequin 

NEXT, Which End is Up?, the first scene in the 

book is between Grace (the point of view 

character) and her younger sister, Perry. Grace 

is a classic over-achiever, a lawyer on the fast 

track to full partnership at her Manhattan law 

firm. Perry, pregnant and penniless, shows up 

on Grace’s doorstep. She has nowhere else to 

go and asks Grace to take her in. This is the 

last thing Grace wants to do; she knows from 

experience that Perry’s presence will disrupt 

her life and make her crazy, but what can she 

do? She loves Perry and can’t turn her away. 

The sequel to this scene comes in Perry’s point 

of view where she thinks about the things 

Grace has said (emotional reaction) to her 

about her future and the fact she has no health 

insurance and the father of the baby is missing 

in action. Perry stews over her problems 

(dilemma). And then she comes to her 

(decision) by deciding that, for now, she has no 

choice but to stay with Grace. 

The important thing to remember about sequels 

is that the sequel is the decision-making area. 

It is the bridge between scenes where the 

reader finds out everything the character is 

thinking and agonizing over. This is the place 

for flashbacks, too, remember, as they pertain 

to the dilemma facing the character. 

Like your scenes, your sequels should be 

written from the point of view of the character 

who has the most at stake—in this instance, 

the character who has the biggest dilemma 

facing him or her. If two characters have strong 

dilemmas, you might need two sequels back to 

back, or you can accomplish the same thing by 

making the second character the point-of-view 

person in the next scene. But if you do that, 

you’ll need to be careful you don’t put too much 

internal thought into the scene. If you get 

carried away with internal thought, it will slow 

(Continued on page 12) 

B 
efore we move on to sequels, I want 

to emphasize that of the three scene 

elements, conflict is the most 

important. Remember, the key to all 

drama is conflict. And the lack of conflict is the 

most common problem seen in the 

manuscripts of writers who aspire to be 

published. 

All right, now let’s talk about sequels. Many 

beginning writers (and some not-so-beginning) 

have never heard the term, except in reference 

to the sequel to a book or movie. But today 

we’re talking about sequel in relation to scene. 

Dwight Swain tells us that sequel is 

transition—a bridge from one scene to 

another.  

Are all sequels transitions? Yes. Are all 

transitions sequels? No. A simple transition 

can be used to link two scenes, something like 

"Robin left the house before the sun came up 

and arrived at her office twenty minutes later, 

where she—" and then the scene would go on 

from there. That's a transition, but it's not a 

sequel. 

The reason a transition is not a sequel is 

because it doesn't contain the elements of a 

sequel. Like a scene, a sequel consists of 

three elements: reaction (emotional response 
to something that happened in the previous 

scene), dilemma (either ongoing or something 

new), decision (how the character intends to 
go forward).  

If the transition in my example had contained 

some internal thought while Robin was driving 

to her office, something like remembering the 

scene at work the previous day where her 

boss had indicated he would announce the 

new department head in the morning, then she 

could think how she’d better get that promotion 

because she certainly deserved it (her 

emotional reaction), then think about what she 

would do if she didn’t get the promotion. She 

would reason that she should quit on the spot 

if Maria got the promotion instead, yet how 

could Robin quit when she desperately needed 

income, especially now? This is her dilemma. 

Then she might decide her best option was to 

play it cool and not do anything hasty, no 

matter what happened (her decision, which 

she may or may not stick to). At that point, she 

could arrive at the office and the next scene 

would begin. Now we've got a sequel instead 
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First You Write Your Book…  
 

Then you memorise it. Right? Uh, no. 
 
Diane Holmes, founder of Pitch University, explains why not. And what you 
should do instead! 

M 
ost writers I meet think you 
memorize your pitch. So you 
write it in beautiful writerly 
fashion, then you memorize 

it, then you blurt it out to the agent or 
editor during a pitch session. 

Hey, actors can memorize lines and 
deliver them effectively, therefore 
writers can too. 

Okay, no. 

Actors are actually delivering lines 
meant to be spoken. Plus they are aces 
at memorization. Writers, not so much. 

The next step for us writers is to 
change what we’ve written into 
something that is effective when 
spoken. Something the listener can 
follow. 

Important: Humans don’t listen the 
way they read. When you read, you 
have peripheral vision that pulls 
information together (what came before 
and what comes ahead). So you read 
in small “chunks.” 

But when you listen, you’re limited to 
the order that the talker presents the 
information. You cannot see the next 
prepositional phrase. 

Transformation of Pitch—Written to 
Verbal 

During, our current pitch workshop, I 
worked with Jordan to find the words of 
her pitch. She’ll be pitching this to an 
agent on Friday. It’s a good pitch, but if 
she memorizes and blurts, here’s what 
the agent might be thinking: 

Jordan: During WWII 

Agent Thoughts: Historical! Maybe 
on D-Day... 

Jordan: Peace Talks In Paris, 

Agent: We’re at the Peace Talks in a 
big room, talking peace. 

Jordan: Loyal Soviet diplomat 

Agent: The Russians are there. 

Jordan: Katya Mikhailova almost dies 
in a bomb blast. 

Agent: Oh, there’s a woman… the 
main character is a woman… the 
peace talks are bombed.  

Jordan: Meant for her ambassador 
father. 

Agent: Is he there too? How did they 
mistake a woman for a man? 

Jordan: Frank Walters, an American 
Spy 

Agent: Is at the peace talks too? 

Jordan: holds the key in uncovering 
Nazi insurgents 

Agent: Is this a second plot? 

Jordan: responsible. 

Agent: Oh, the Nazi’ bombed the 
peace talks. 

Jordan: Together, they form an 
uneasy alliance to prevent the Nazis 
from killing the delegates. 

Agent: Wait, so they’re still at the 
peace talks? 

Jordan: and uncovering the 
conspiracy that forces her to choose 
between being a good daughter or a 
good Soviet. 

Agent: Okay, wait, let me mush all 
this together in my head. 

Instead, let’s create a version that is 
meant to be spoken and understood by 
a listener. 

First Jordan introduces herself, says 
her title, genre (WWII spy thriller), word 
count. 

And here’s what she says about her 
book, which gives the information in a 
way that leads logically to the next 
piece of information, and so on. 

Jordan: 

My story is about Katya Mikhailova, a 
Soviet diplomat who is in Paris for 
Peace Talks with her father, and he’s 
the Russian ambassador. She’s 
almost killed in a bomb blast that’s 
meant for him, and that’s when she’s 
approached by an American Spy 
named Frank Walters. He’s tracking 
the Nazi insurgents behind the 
bombing. Katya and Frank form an 
uneasy alliance to stop the Nazis from 
killing the Peace delegates, but she 
quickly finds out that the Nazis are 
tied to her Father. 

Don’t forget to breathe. 

Here’s how you pace this so that you 
can breathe and enjoy having a 
conversation with an agent: 

Jordan: My story is about Katya 
Mikhailova, (breathe and smile) a 
Soviet diplomat who is in Paris for 
Peace Talks with her father, and 
(breathe and look excited about this 
great story) he’s the Russian 
ambassador. (breathe and make this 
sound juicy) 

She’s almost killed in a bomb blast 

that’s meant for him, (breathe) and 
that’s when she’s approached by an 
American Spy named Frank Walters. 
(breathe) 

He’s tracking the Nazi insurgents 
behind the bombing. (breathe and 
convey your excitement over Frank by 
actually looking excited.) 

Katya and Frank form an uneasy 
alliance to stop the Nazis from killing 
the Peace delegates, (breathe) but 
she quickly finds out that the Nazis 
(breathe and pause for effect) are tied 
to her Father. (breathe and smile) 

Are you disappointed these are 
ordinary words and not very stylish? 
Verbal pitching is not about beautiful 
prose. It’s about having a conversation 
that communicates excitement. 

And sure! You can tinker on this verbal 
version and make it more dynamic. But 
now that we’ve done all the work over 
the last few days to help Jordan focus 
her pitch on what her book is actually 
about, there’s a good chance the story 
will sell itself, because it’s a strong 
story. 

Remember, you pitch a story. You 
don’t pitch the pretty words of the 
pitch.♥♥♥ 

Diane Holmes is the founder and Chief 
Alchemist of Pitch University, the first 
online, no-cost resource where writers 
who "suck at pitching" can learn to pitch 
their books from the agents and editors 
who make their living doing it. 

Diane brings her background in 
marketing, writing, and community 
building to Pitch University. 

She’s founded writers’ groups, co-owned 
a small press, had plays produced, 
written novels and scripts, run writer's 
contests, held offices in writing 
organizations, taught writing… and just 
like you, she sucks at pitching her own 
books. 

Pitch University is the only website 
devoted to learning how to verbally pitch 
your book and answer the question, 
“What’s your book about?” in a way that 
actually sells your book. And the best 
part? You learn from the experts who 
pitch books for a living: agents, editors 
and experts. Learn. Pitch. Sell. 

Diane, Chief Pitch U Alchemist. 

Pitch University, where writers learn how 
to pitch their books face-to-face, to 
literary agents, editors, and ultimately 
readers. 

www.pitch-university.com 
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Writing a Query that Sings 
 
And maybe dances, too. 
 

YA author, Susan Dennard, lays out the rules for writing a kick-
booty query.  

S 
o, it’s been a while since I 

signed with Nancy Coffey 

L i t e r a r y  &  M e d i a 

Representation, and I’ve yet to 

explain how it all happened. One of the 

main reasons I waited was to prevent 

hurt feelings or coming across as rude, 

but… Enough time has passed now 

that I think the rejected agents have 

forgotten all about me. 

The Query 

I started querying on October 6, 2010. 

But before that, I spent a loooooooong 

time honing my query letter. Like, I took 

workshops, read books, and got 

feedback until my eyes bled. 

But it all paid off! Out of the 12 agents I 

queried, 9 requested a full or partial 

manuscript. Wheeee, right? (Note: part 

of my success rate has to do with my 

research. Nonetheless, a good chunk 

of my success was thanks to my kick-

booty query.) 

The thing about query letters is that 

there is a general standard for what 

should be in a query and how it should 

be presented. Above all else, you must 

include a summary of your book—you 

must show your book’s plot. Next, you 

need to keep the query professional. 

This is a business letter—remember 

that! 

A few other rules to keep in mind: 

1. Be brief, be brief, be brief! Your 

goal is to snag the agent’s attention 

immediately and only share enough 

information so they want to read more. 

Keep the story summary under 250 

words. 

2. Do not tell the ending! The purpose 

of a query is to show an editor/agent 

that you can tell a story from beginning 

to end, but you want to leave the end 

unknown. This is much like the back of 

book—you want to sell your story and 

entice them to read more. 

3. You must lay out,  

• the MC’s goal 

• why the MC is choosing to act 

• what’s at stake if the MC fails 

The Parts of a Good Query 

Below, I have written out the building 

blocks of a strong query letter. I’ve filled 

the formula in with my own query, and I 

hope you find it useful! 

Opening l ines—Why are you 
contacting this agent/editor? What is 

the title, genre, and word count of your 

novel? 

I read in an interview that you seek 

strong female leads as well as 

steampunk. As such, I thought you 

might enjoy my 90,000 word young 

adult novel, The Spirit-Hunters. 

Hook—What is a one sentence zinger 
that introduces the MC, sets up the 

stakes, and is (most importantly) 

concise? 

After her brother is kidnapped, 

Eleanor Fitt—a sixteen-year-old with a 

weakness for buttered toast and 

Shakespeare quotes—must leave the 

confines of corsets and courtesy to 

get him back. 

Summary Paragraph 1—Briefly 
describe the ordinary life of the MC. 

Follow this with the inciting incident and 

why the MC must pursue it (i.e. what is 

at stake?). 

It’s 1876, and Philadelphia is hosting 

the first American World Fair, the 

Centennial Exhibition. It’s also hosting 

rancid corpses that refuse to stay 

d e a d .  W h e n  o ne  o f  t h o s e 

decomposing bodies brings Eleanor a 

hostage note for her brother, she 

resolves to do anything to rescue him. 

But to face the armies of Dead that 

have him, she’ll need a little help from 

the Spirit-Hunters. 

Summary Paragraphs 2 & 3—List/
show in 2-3 sentences what the MC 

must do to solve the problem before 

him/her. What choices must he/she 

make? Be sure to end these 

paragraphs with a sentence explaining 

what will happen if he/she fails. You 

want to leave the agent with a perfectly 

clear idea of why this story matters. 

The Spirit-Hunters, a three-man team 

hired to protect the Exhibition, have a 

single goal: return the Dead to their 

graves. Yet, what began as a handful 

of shambling bodies has escalated 

beyond the team’s abilities, and time 

is running out. Whoever rules the 

Dead is losing control, and when the 

leash finally snaps, Philadelphia will 

be overrun with ravenous corpses.  

Now Eleanor must battle the walking 

Dead and deal with her growing 

attraction to the team’s inventor, 

Daniel, an exasperating but gorgeous 

ex-con. From the steampunk lab of 

the Spirit-Hunters to the grand halls of 

the Exhibition, Eleanor must follow the 

clues—and the bodies—to find her 

brother and stop the Dead before it’s 

too late. 

Conclusion—List your qualifications as 
a writer (societies, publications) in one 

sentence. If you can, try to find 2 works 

similar to your own (this shows the 

agent what audience you believe will 

read your novel). Then thank the agent 

for his/her time. Sign off. 

Though the novel has been written as 

a trilogy, it can stand alone. I believe it 

will appeal to fans of Libba Bray’s 

Gemma Doyle trilogy or Cassandra 

Clare’s Clockwork Angel. I’m an active 

member of RWA, SCBWI, the Online 

Science Fict ion and Fantasy 

Workshop, and YALitChat. I live in 

Germany and am working full-time on 

my next YA novels. You can learn 

m o r e  a b o u t  m e  a t  h t t p : / /

susandennard.com. 

So there you have it: a simple way to 

start building your query. Again, I hope 

you can use it.  

Bottom Line: A good query can do 
wonders and instantly pull you to the 

surface of the slush. ♥♥♥ 

Susan Dennard is a writer, reader, lover 

of animals, and eater of cookies. She is 

repped by Sara Kendall of NCLit, and her 

manuscript Something Strange and 

Deadly has been purchased by 

HarperCollins and is due for release in 

2012. You can learn more about her 

writing process, crazy life-thoughts, and 

crippling cookie-addiction on her blog or 

twitter. http://susandennard.com/ 

Not only does the English language 

borrow words from other languages,  

it sometimes  

chases them down dark alleys,  

hits them over the head,  

and goes through their pockets. 

Eddy Peters 
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FOR FULL CONFERENCE PROGRAMME AND REGISTRATIONFOR FULL CONFERENCE PROGRAMME AND REGISTRATION  

VISIT VISIT WWW.ROMANCEWRITERS.CO.NZWWW.ROMANCEWRITERS.CO.NZ  

Changes to Conference Workshop Schedule 

You know how we added that little disclaimer “workshop timings and subjects subject to change” in the last issue of H2H? 

Well, guess what? We’ve changed some timings around, confirmed more topics, and added a bonus workshop for published 

authors. Check out the details right here, right now. 

Friday 19 August 

Friday First—“Cold Read” Workshops—7:00-8:15am—A bonus workshop for all you earlybirds! As you’ll know from the 
email sent out to all members a couple of weeks ago, we now have Sue Grimshaw, editor at Ballantine Bantam Dell, as well as 

Jessica Faust, Bookends Literary Agency, hearing Cold Reads. These are two separate workshops. Bring along the first two 

pages of your manuscript, double-spaced to be read aloud (not by you!) for comment and critique.  

Saturday 20 August 

Due to requests from members, we’ve shuffled the Saturday workshop stream around to create a balance of choices that will 

suit (just about) everyone. Here’s the new line-up for Saturday. 

Saturday Starters—“Cold Read” Workshops—7:00-8:15am—Another earlybird bonus! Bring along the first two pages of 

your manuscript, double-spaced to be read aloud (not by you!) for comment and critique by Lucy Gilmour, Harlequin Mills & 
Boon, or Angela James, Carina Press. These are two separate workshops.  

Saturday Breakout 1 (choose one) 

Special Forces —Bob Mayer 

New York Times bestselling author and former special ops (Green Beret) A-team commander, Bob Mayer, lifts the lid on 

Special Forces. What do those guys really do… and what can they get away with? Soak up the details you need to turn your 

fictional depiction of covert operations into compelling, credible reading. 

OR 

Giving Them What They Don’t Want (Putting Conflict on Every Page)—Molly O’Keefe 

If your book doesn’t have deep, believable conflict from the first page to the last, you’re in trouble. Let RITA-winning author 

Molly O’Keefe lead you through exercises that’ll help you develop and use conflict to reveal character and advance your plot. 

OR 

Writing Paranormal—Maria V. Snyder 

New York Times bestselling author of paranormal fiction for adults and young adults, Maria V. Snyder, looks at how to write 

stand-out paranormal fiction in a market that seems saturated by vampires, shapeshifters, and faeries. 

OR 

Published Authors Only*: The Sharp End—Tess Gerritsen 

New York Times bestselling thriller author, Tess Gerritsen, answers questions about the business of being a writer. 

Saturday Breakout 2 (choose one) 

Thrill Me, Chill Me—Tess Gerritsen 

New York Times bestselling thriller author, Tess Gerritsen, is arguably one of the most qualified people in the world to talk 

about the thriller genre. Learn the key elements to writing a thriller, how to weave in a romance, and how to craft a story that 

will keep readers biting their nails to the very end. 

OR (see next page) 
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Ask an Agent – Jessica Faust, BookEnds Literary Agency 

What do agents look for in a great submission? How does the author-agent relationship work? What can an agent do for you 

(and what can’t she do)? What’s hot, and what’s not? This is your chance to ask questions of one of the industry’s most 

approachable and savvy agents. 

OR 

Carriages and Carriage Driving Through the Ages—Vicky English 

Barouche, landau, hackney, coach or...? Build authenticity into your historical novel—Vicky English shares how carriages and 

driving techniques have changed through history, right down to how drivers treated their horses and various rigs, and what 

they wore. Vicky English has driven, judged, competed in and won carriage-driving competitions in the USA and NZ. She is the 

former president of a regional carriage driving association in the USA. 

OR 

Published Authors Only*: It’s a Digital World—Angela James, Carina Press 

Angela James was in e-publishing before many of us even knew it existed. Your chance to hear her views and ask your 

questions about the technologies, the market, and what’s in it for authors. 

Also on Saturday... 

You may not have noticed, slipped in among the main sessions on Saturday... While agent Jessica Faust is addressing the 

main session, published authors may choose to attend: 

Bonus Published Author Breakout Workshop with Bob Mayer* 

Guerilla Tactics for Surviving the E-Publishing Jungle 

Bob talks about how authors can harness digital publishing to maximise their incomes. 

 

Sunday 21 August 

NEW: Bonus session for published authors* 8am-9am—chat with Sue Grimshaw, Ballantine Bantam Dell, with a special 
focus on how bookstores work in the USA (distribution, promotions, placement, returns, end caps and, of course, the impact of 

ebooks). 

Sunday Breakout Session 

Medical Alert—Lucy Gilmour (Mills & Boon editor) and Sue MacKay 

Mills & Boon Medicals is an enduringly popular romance series—one that many RWNZ members would love to sell to. Here’s 

your chance to hear from an editor and an author about how to create a great Medical romance. 

OR 

Bob Mayer—Nailing the Synopsis  

Why does writing a 2-5 page synopsis seem harder than writing a book? Bob Mayer addresses the challenge of boiling your 

story down to its essence—how to write a synopsis that will wow an editor, accurately reflect your story, and provide a tool that 

will help you finish your book. 

OR 

A  Reader’s Take on Romance—Sue Grimshaw, Editor-at-Large, Ballantine Bantam Dell 

Sue Grimshaw, former national romance buyer for Borders Books in the USA, draws on her unparalleled history as a romance 

reader to talk about what readers want in romance, and how that translates to what’s selling in today’s single-title romance 

market. 

OR 

Published Authors Only*:  

Everything You Wanted to Know But Were Afraid to Ask—Jessica Faust, BookEnds Literary Agency 

Jessica Faust invites published authors to ask her anything at all about the industry. Your chance to discuss sneaky contract 

clauses, the changing role of the agent, and trends in popular fiction. 

Please note, workshop timings and content are subject to change. 

*Published Author Workshops are open only to authors published in book-length fiction. 
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the disaster. Not quite true. The disaster 

happened in backstory (the heroine's family 

history) and our heroine, in reliving the ongoing 

dilemma, is reacting to it, thinking about it, and 

making a decision. So all the elements of the 

sequel are there. 

With sequels you can control the tempo and 

pacing of your novel. If your story tends to drag 

or your critique partners hint that it’s boring, 

you’ll want to strengthen your scenes. And 

almost always that means add or build up the 

conflict. But if your critique partners are asking 

you that dreaded, “But why is she doing this?” 

question or saying “That doesn’t make sense,” 

that’s a strong clue that you’ll need to 

strengthen your sequels so that your readers 

will understand exactly why she’s doing or 

saying something. 

Because of space limitations, I’ve only been 

able to cover the bare basics of scene and 

sequel in this article. So, especially for those of 

you who are brand new to the concept, I highly 

recommend both the Dwight Swain book (listed 

below), and/or Jack M. Bickham’s book, Scene 

& Structure, published by Writer’s Digest Books, 

as part of their Elements of Fiction Writing 

series. Both can be ordered from your favorite 

bookseller. ♥♥♥ 

Patricia Kay is the USA Today best-selling author 

of 51 novels of romance and women’s fiction. Her 
first single title for Berkley was nominated for a 

RITA, and she is an acclaimed speaker and writing 
teacher whose classes receive rave reviews from 

her students. Her latest release, Meet Mr. Prince—
the 4th novel in the Hunt for Cinderella II—is now 

available. To learn more about Patricia, her novels 
and writing classes visit 

www.patriciakay.com 

 

Sources: 

Swain, Dwight, Techniques of the Selling Writer 
ISBN 0-8061-1191-7 

Frey, James N., How to write a Damn Good Novel 

ISBN 0-312-01044-3 

 

This article was first published in the Romance 
Writers’ Report and has been reprinted with 
permission from the author. (Editors) 

to be the next Nora Roberts. Let your writing 

achievements, knowledge of your story and 

publisher's requirements be proof of your 

skill;  

• Have any other ideas ready if that manuscript 

isn't what she is looking for. e.g. "I'm also 

working on a cops-turned-lovers story, aimed 

at Silhouette Intimate Moments."  

• Be honest. Editor pitches are for complete full 

manuscripts only, but if she wants to see 

something else, make sure you tell her if it's 

complete or not e.g. "The partial on this book 

is ready to go. Could I send that to you?"  

(Perfecting Your Editor Pitch...continued from page 1) 

the action to a crawl, and you’d be better 

served to simply write another sequel and 

keep the action moving in the scene. 

Sequels provide logic and plausibility to your 

story. They let readers know why a character 

is doing what he's doing, as well as the 

thought processes behind his upcoming 

actions. Sometimes—many times, actually—a 

character will decide something in a sequel, 

then do exactly the opposite. Ordinarily, this 

would frustrate a reader. But not if, in the very 

next sequel, we find out why. In fact, this 

inability to stick to a decision just makes the 

character seem more human and more like us. 

In a book I read recently—The Peacock 

Emporium, a marvelous story written by a 

newly discovered Australian author, JoJo 

Moyes—one of the main characters (Suzanna) 

has moved back to the town where she was 

raised—a town she couldn't wait to escape. 

She's not happy about her return; her family 

makes her crazy. She and her husband are 

invited to a birthday lunch for her youngest 

sister, and she doesn't want to go, but her 

husband persuades her otherwise. She 

remembers how her family has always treated 

her, and thinks about what she'll do if they 

start in on her again. Then she vows she will 

get through the luncheon without losing her 

temper, saying anything to upset anyone, or 

otherwise causing any problems. 

So, of course, the first thing she does is upset 

her mother which, in turn, upsets her father 

and he lashes out at her, which then upsets 

the entire family and ruins the luncheon. It's a 

perfect scene and perfect counterpoint to the 

previous sequel. And it leads into the next 

sequel where Suzanna relives the disastrous 

luncheon and tries to figure out where to go 

from there. 

So sequel is also aftermath. The state of 

affairs and the state of mind that shapes your 

character's behavior after disaster has 

knocked him down. I know what you're 

thinking. You're thinking, but she just said the 

sequel in The Peacock Emporium came before 

(Scene & Sequel…continued from page 7) Sequel Checklist 

Is a sequel really needed 

here? Would a simple 

transition do the job 

better? 

 

Is the sequel written in 

the right point of view? 

Would it be more 

effective if it were written 

from the point of view of 

another character? 

 

Does the sequel start 

with the reaction of the 

point-of-view character 

to the scene immediately 

preceding the sequel—or 

if not immediately 

preceding, close enough 

that the reader won’t be 

confused? Is the 

reaction clear? Will the 

reader understand how 

the character feels? 

Remember that sequel is 

aftermath. Does the 

reaction start with 

emotion, then move to 

logical thought? 

 

Is the dilemma presented 

concisely? Will the 

reader understand what 

it is? 

 

Is there a clear decision 

made, based on the 

reaction to the dilemma?  

 

Does the decision 

reached in the sequel 

lead naturally to the next 

scene? Remember that 

sequel is a bridge and 

should set up the next 

goal-oriented action 

scene, where the 

character may or may 

not stick to his decision, 

based on the conflict 

presented. 

 

If there's a flashback in 

the sequel, is there a 
smooth transition from 

the present to the past, 
and back again? Will the 

reader be confused? Is 
the flashback really 

necessary, or could the 
information be better 

presented in a few 
simple lines of narrative? 

Does the flashback add 
tension or dramatic 

impetus to the story, or 
does it slow down the 

story? 

• If there's time, ask her what she's acquiring—

any themes she doesn't want to see, anything 

she loves;  

• Address all requested material to that editor 

and mark the envelope "REQUESTED 

MATERIAL". Also, in your covering letter, 

mention when and where you met (editors 

won't remember every pitch of every book by 

every writer!)  

Some important Don'ts: 

• Don't pitch an incomplete novel (editors will 

only buy full manuscripts from first time 

(Continued on page 17) 
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Cold Facts on the Cold Read 
 

Wondering what keeps your work shivering on the slushpile? 
 

Kristin Nelson of the Nelson Literary Agency lists the mistakes to 
avoid. 

K 
ristin Nelson from the Nelson 

Literary Agency came to the 

RWNZ conference a few 

years ago and she started us 

off on our agent/editor Cold Reads. 

With RWNZ conference happening next 

month, here’s Kristin’s April 11th 2011 

Blog Post on Pitching at http://

pubrants.blogspot.com/ and her view of 

a Cold Read she attended recently. 

*** 

This past weekend I attended the 

Missouri Writers Guild Conference in 

St. Louis and did my infamous “Agent 

Reads The Slush Pile” workshop. 

For those of you who don’t know, this is 

the workshop where I pretend that I’m 

sitting in my office reading the opening 

two pages of a submission. In reality, 

this would all be done electronically and 

there would be no volunteer reading the 

entry aloud but you get the picture. In 

the workshops, as the volunteer reads, 

I’ll say “stop” if I wouldn’t have 

continued reading and state why. If I 

would have read on, we’ll hear the first 

2 pages in its entirety. 

I personally think this is probably the 

toughest workshop a writer can 

participate in but it’s always wildly 

popular. I do my best to be encouraging 

but brutally honest—a tough balancing 

act. 

As I’ve given this workshop before, I 

can tell you several things about it: 

1. I always begin with a dire warning 

and remind writers that they might 

not be ready for this. I’ve yet to have 

a participant withdraw an entry (and 

that always surprises me). 

2. 99.9% of what I’ll see in the 

workshop is not ready for an agent to 

read. 

3. For this workshop, only one entry 

made it past page 1. The majority of 

the others, I said stop within the first 

2 paragraphs. 

Like I said, brutal. 

One participant asked a great question. 

He asked whether all agents would 

agree with my assessment on when to 

stop or would those opinions differ 

given the agent. 

I replied that yes, of course opinions 

Advice On Pitching 

With Megan Records, 
Assistant Editor at Kensington 

Publishing Corp. 
 

So what information do I really want 
in a pitch? 
 

Word count. This is essential. 
Kensington doesn’t publish category 
length romance, so I’d prefer not to 
waste my time with a story that is 
simply too short. (And don’t say, “But it 
could be expanded.” If you think it 
should be longer, revise and then pitch 
it to me. If not, accept that the book is 
too short for Kensington and research 
other houses.) 
 

Targeted imprint. If you aren’t familiar 
with Kensington’s imprints, you 
shouldn’t be pitching to me. If you think 
your book is in that in-between place 
where it could go into two possible 
imprints, say that. But don’t look at me 
blankly when I ask you where this 
would fit on our list. 
 

Genre. Where would this go in the 
bookstore? YA? Contemporary? 
Paranormal? Just tell me. Don’t make 
me infer from the rest of your pitch. 

All of this info can be conveyed in one 
sentence at the beginning of your pitch, 
yet you’d be surprised how many 
authors skip right to their story. I need 
context. 
 

Remember, in the pitch session, YOU 
are the expert. I know absolutely 
nothing about your book. If you mess 
up, I’ll never know! If pitching is just too 
nerve-wracking for you, send me an 
email query instead. Pitching doesn’t 
rank you higher in my book, so why not 
take the route you are more 
comfortable with? ♥♥♥ 

 

You can submit a query or 
pitch to Megan or other 
Editors at Kensington 
Publishing at 

 

h t tp:/ /www.kensingtonbooks.com/
finditem.cfm?itemid=14298 

would differ but in the case of 

Saturday’s seminar, I don’t think they 

would have. Why? The biggest culprit 

that made me stop reading was a lack 

of mastery of writing as a craft. The 

entries had classic beginning writer 

mistakes we agents often see. And this 

isn’t to say that the writers in this 

workshop couldn’t master writing as a 

craft—just that they hadn’t mastered it 

yet. I’m confident everyone in my 

workshop will grow and mature as a 

writer as they learn. 

A list of the culprits? Here they are: 

• Telling instead of showing. 

• Including unnecessary back story. 

• Loose sentence structure that could 

easily be tightened. 

• The use of passive sentence 

construction. 

• Awkward introduction of character 

appearance. 

• Awkward descriptions/overly flowery 

language to depict. 

• Starting the story in the wrong place. 

• Not quite nailing voice in the opening. 

• Dialog that didn’t quite work as hard 

as it should. 

• A lack of scene tension even if the 

opening was supposed to be 

dramatic. 

The great news is all of the above are 

mechanics that a beginning writer can 

learn. But you have to be fearless. And 

the only way you’ll learn it is through a 

strong critique that points out the issue. 

Check out Kristin on Query Letters— 

http://pubrants.blogspot.com/2007/10/

pitching-and-all-that-jazz.html 

Her examples will teach you a lot.  ♥♥♥ 

All writing  

is creating or spinning dreams  

for other people  

so they won’t have to bother  

doing it themselves. 

Beth Henley 
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them—things l ike whether the 

manuscript was complete, how many 

words, more details about the 

characters and the story elements and 

the conflict between the hero and 

heroine. 

Though it was tempting to tell her all 

the cool (read here: many, many) 

different and unique story elements, I 

tried to keep things simple. And here’s 

where you need to remind yourself that 

the pitch’s purpose is not to tell the plot, 

but to tell just enough to generate a 

request for a submission.   

This time-travel story is a good 

example of a complex plot—in the story 

I mixed several paranormal elements. 

This suited the story, certainly, but it 

would have made the plot sound much 

too complicated and confusing if I’d 

listed them all for the editor, and then 

tried to make her understand my 

motivation for using all of them. For 

example, in the story I used: time-

travel, tarot cards, clairaudience, a 

psychic, a ghost, a really cool séance, 

and reincarnation. Whew! 

I didn’t want to overwhelm the editor, so 

when she asked questions about the 

story, my plan was to stick to the main 

characters, the main conflict and, as far 

as the paranormal elements, I would 

emphasize the time-travel and the 

ghost (the heroine’s father, who follows 

her back in time). 

This one feels like an agent pitching an 

editor, don’t you think? With the 

references to Melville, Conrad, and 

King, this acts as a shorthand way to 

provide the listener with a feel for style 

and pacing (in my opinion). It utilizes 

the “inspired by a real event” hook, and 

the “terrifying supernatural presence” 

hook. ♥♥♥ 

Join us next month when we’ll continue 

with Part Two of this article. (Editors) 

Janet Wellington is an award-winning 

author of two short contemporary 

romances and two time travel historical 

romances. She is currently following her 

bliss and working on a middle grade 

novel, which she recently pitched at a 

children’s writing conference…and, yes, 

she was nervous! If you would like some 

professional help in constructing the 3 

different length pitches for your current 

manuscript, you might consider taking 

Janet’s private four-week online PITCH 

PERFECT class (which includes grueling 

homework and honest feedback!). You 

may contact her directly for more 

information: mail@janetwellington.com  

Short Pitch Technique #1 

Let’s look at that pitch again and break 

it down a little: 

“This is a time travel historical (genre 

stated—I might have added the number 

of words and that it was completed—I 

did do this later during the appointment, 

though...) 

where a contemporary woman (pretty 

general identification for the heroine—

actually, sometimes when I pitched I’d 

say her profession, which was a school 

nurse) 

is sent back in time (okay, it’s a time-

travel that goes back in time from the 
present) 

to 1888 San Diego (establishes time 

period as Victorian and the setting of 

the American Old West) 

to prevent the assassination of Wyatt 

Earp (this is the story goal, and I’m 

using an historical figure which I think 

makes the pitch memorable) 

by the revenge-seeking hero (so, now 

we know that there’s guaranteed 

conflict between the heroine and the 

hero, right?).” 

So, essentially, this one-liner is built 

from: 

Genre + heroine + setting + story goal 

+ conflict + hero 

Your version can be in any order, but 

should contain these story elements. 

To be honest, I still think this pitch is a 

little sparse, but it had enough hook 

value. At my individual appointment I 

figured after the one-liner I could then 

just answer questions, or talk about 

what motivated the characters. I 

believed the one-liner would generate 

enough questions to carry the rest of 

the time in the editor appointment. And, 

I was able to memorize the one-liner 

much more easily than a long pitch! 

Thinking back, I remember the editor 

seemed interested right away—for any 

of several reasons. What hooked her?  

Well, I knew she was open to time 

travel stories (I’d researched that, so 

that was a no-brainer), but maybe she 

liked the American Old West setting, or 

maybe she was fond of Victorian time 

periods, or maybe it was even Wyatt 

Earp (maybe she liked stories that used 

real historical figures). 

No matter what hooked her, it was 

enough for her to ask for more 

information. As I remember it, she 

asked a few questions and I answered 

about the character—maybe even a 

trait or special ability. It could even be 

the format of the prose itself, the title, 

the set-up of the plot or an opening 

scene. It could even be the tingle of 

fear elicited by the hint of what’s to 

come, given during a pitch. 

You may find other definitions, but 

that’s what I think a hook is—that 

special something that engages the 

listener. 

And, truthfully, sometimes we get a little 

too wrapped up in “finding the hook,” 

thinking our hook needs to be as strong 

as some other author’s hook. With that 

said, actually there’s nothing wrong 

with mimicking a successful author’s 

hook—let’s say, Stephen King. If you’re 

a horror writer and your story is “kind of 

like, but different” to King’s novel, It, 

well, sure, you can utilize how that story 

is described as a framework to describe 

your own story. Have you heard a pitch 

or read a story description that 

reminded you of yours? Don’t despair—

take a look at the pitch or description 

and see if you can tweak it and use it! 

It’s okay to model your story and/or 

your pitch after something else that’s 

familiar. Don’t plagiarize, obviously.  

But, again, there’s nothing wrong with 

mimicking something that’s already 

worked! 

I’ve heard it said many times that, 

especially in genre writing, you should 

write something “like” something 

already out there, but just a little bit 

different. Another thing to keep in mind 

is to find a way to bring something fresh 

to a familiar story—and one way to do 

that is to establish, from the beginning, 

an enticing hook. Something different.  

Something captivating. Something that 

will engage the agent/editor/listener 

and, eventually, the reader. 

My Own One-Liner 

The first time travel historical romance I 

sold, I pitched at an editor appointment 

with Cindy Hwang from Berkley. 

Here’s my actual one-liner: 

“This is a time travel historical where a 

contemporary woman is sent back in 

time to 1888 San Diego to prevent the 

assassination of Wyatt Earp by the 

revenge-seeking hero.” 

This one-liner is so ingrained I didn’t 

even have to stop and find it to add it to 

this article. That’s how much I worked 

on it and how much I practiced it! 

(Building The Perfect Pitch...cont from page 5) 
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J enny Hellen is the Deputy 

Publishing Director at Random 

House NZ, with responsibility for many 

of the Adult Non-fiction titles and the 

small but perfectly-formed children’s 

list. Random House publishes only 

three to four YA titles a year and they 

usually win prizes and sell strongly. 

Random House is always looking for 

new, strong YA writers. 

Bron: You’re only interested in YA 

pitches, so what’s hot in YA right now? 

What themes? 

Jenny: A lot of YA is quite dark right 
now, and writers are focusing on 

paranormal or futuristic themes with the 

characters struggling to cope with new 

and dangerous situations. But there’s 

always room for something new—it just 

needs to be really well-written. I’d like 

to see more funny writing and more 

romance—but romance told really well, 

in an interesting way. 

Bron: If a writer wants to read YA 

authors that impress you, who would 

you recommend? 

Jenny: I publish Fleur Beale and 
Mandy Hager, so obviously their books 

would be a great start. From overseas I 

think Mallorie Blackman’s Noughts and 

Crosses series, the Hunger Games 

series, Jenny Downham’s Before I Die, 

Meg Rosoff, Garth Nix, John Marsden - 

there are so many excellent YA authors 

out there. 

Bron: Are there sub-genres within the 

YA market? What are the main ones? 

Jenny: Fantasies and thrillers seem to 
be the main genres. And often romance 

is a strong sub-theme in those genres. 

One of the most important things in YA 

is a strong plot, so that’s probably why 

fantasies and thrillers are dominant. 

Bron: Is the YA NZ market different 

from the rest of the world? 

Jenny: I don’t think so. There used to 
be a lot of issue-driven YA writing here 

but not so much any more. I don’t think 

teens want a message, they just want a 

good read. 

Bron: What are the language no-no’s 

(Continued on page 16) 

strong case for their work. Writers need 

to be able to tell a publisher what genre 

they are writing in and who they think 

will read their book. A plot summary is 

always helpful, but make it succinct. 

Don’t just talk about your work, but talk 

about your experience as a writer. Why 

should we want to publish, not just your 

book, but also you? 

Bron: What are the key elements that 

should be in any pitch? 

Katie: What is it? (Genre, plot, style.) 
Who is it for? (Who will read it?—a 

good way to describe this is to look at 

successful books that your market likes 

to read; are you writing for a Marion 

Keyes audience? A Twilight audience?)  

Think about your audience’s age, 

gender, etc. and what makes your book 

different from what is already out there? 

Why will it succeed when so many 

other novels fail? The worst possible 

answer to the question ‘who will read it’ 

is ‘everybody’. No, they probably won’t! 

Bron: What are some of the mistakes 

writers make when meeting with you at 

a conference? 

Katie: Being too pushy, pitching at 
obviously awkward moments (no one 

wants to hear a book pitch on the way 

to the bathroom) and having no card or 

easy way of passing on contact details 

are common mistakes. Another one is 

expecting an answer to your pitch on 

the spot. Accepting a manuscript takes 

time. 

Bron: What can a writer do to make 

you want to see his or her work? 

Katie: Pitch intelligently. Make the 
publisher think you know what you are 

talking about (even if you aren’t so 

sure!). Have a sense of why your work 

will fit the publishing house you are 

pitching to. 

Bron: Do you have advice on how to 

follow up in a professional manner? 

Katie: The only thing would be that 
publishing decisions take time—you are 

unlikely to get a response in one or two 

weeks. 

* * * 

D 
elegates who register for 

conference can book pitch 

appointments (up to 10 

minutes, depending whom 

you’re pitching to) with an editor from 

Random House NZ or Penguin NZ. I’ve 

interviewed the three NZ editors; Katie 

Haworth, Editor with Penguin NZ, 

Harriet Allan, Publisher with Random 

House NZ,  and Jenny Hellen, Editor 

with Random House NZ (YA pitches 

only), so you know what to expect. 

K 
atie Haworth has worked in the 

publishing industry for four years. 

On completing the Whitireia Diploma of 

Publishing she spent three years with 

children's independent publisher 

Mallinson Rendel before moving to 

Penguin NZ at the beginning of 2010. 

She is now the commissioning editor 

for fiction and children's at Penguin. 

Katie: The majority of Penguin’s fiction 
list is literary fiction, although we do 

have a few excellent crime novelists. 

We are also interested in publishing 

good chick-lit or women’s fiction, 

although we don’t publish novels in the 

more conventional romance genre. 

Bron: How many writers' conferences 

or contests do you attend or judge each 

year, and on average how many 

proposals will you look at as a result? 

Or alternatively, how do you usually 

find the books you love to publish?  

Katie: I always attend the children’s 
writing conference when it occurs—

usually every three years. This often 

results in a number of submissions—

not sure how many, sorry. Other than 

that there are a number of ways of 

finding good authors. One is keeping a 

look-out for people who are doing very 

well in writing competitions, who are 

rece iv ing  Soc ie ty  o f  Au thors 

mentorships—that sort of thing. We 

also have a huge number of 

manuscripts submitted to us—often as 

many as a thousand unsolicited a year. 

Bron: What should writers do to 

prepare for pitch sessions? 

Katie: Know how to make their books 
sound attractive and what the important 

details are so they can talk about them 

quickly, without waffling, and make a 

Speed Dating with Editors… 
What are our New Zealand editors looking for? 

Katie Haworth, Harriet Allan and Jenny Hellen let Bron Evans in on the 

secret. 
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really important in YA books so make 

sure you plan your plot well before you 

start writing. There needs to be good, 

strong action. In addition the characters 

need to feel real, so take time to 

develop them as strongly as possible. 

The reader needs to care about them. 

* * * 

H 
arriet Allan is the Fiction Publisher 

at Random House, where she has 

been working for over twenty years. 

Although she has published a wide 

range of titles, these days her specific 

focus is adult fiction and literary non-

fiction. The primary areas of fiction she 

publishes are literary fiction, historical 

fiction, chick lit (or rather the books that 

have evolved from it, which often cross 

into romance) and occasionally crime. 

Essentially, though, if it’s a terrific 

novel, she’s interested. 

Bron: How many writers' conferences 

or contests do you attend or judge each 

year, and on average how many 

proposals will you look at as a result? 

Or alternatively, how do you usually 

find the books you love to publish. Do 

you use these contests to find material? 

Harriet: Romance writers are very 
lucky in having such a supportive and 

active society; there are few other 

chances for writers to pitch their works 

to publishers in this way. However, I do 

talk to a number of writing groups and 

creative writing students through the 

year and do assess the top student’s 

portfolios from one course. Having said 

that, our published fiction usually 

comes partly from our existing stable of 

authors (many of whom I’ve been 

publishing for years) and partly from 

unsolicited submissions. We receive 

about 250 fiction manuscripts a year 

and each one is considered seriously. 

Not all by me, I hasten to add: I have 

an initial reader who looks at everything 

briefly, and the manuscripts that stand 

out to her then come to me for more 

serious consideration. 

Bron: What should writers do to 

prepare for pitch sessions? What are 

the key elements that should be in any 

pitch? 

Harriet: In the end the manuscript has 
to talk for itself—so relax! What the 

pitch is about is finding out whether it is 

the sort of book we would consider or 

whether it would be a waste of your and 

our time to send it in. So, let me know 

what genre it is, a brief idea of its 

content (but don’t give away the ending 

as I’ll have to see if it will work for me 

as a reader) and what you think makes 

it stand out from all the others. But 

please don’t worry—I don’t expect 

every writer to be an excellent 

marketer, I’m after excellent writers. 

Bron: What can a writer do to make 

you want to see his or her work? 

Harriet: Send it in! We will consider it 
as long as it’s in a simple form we can 

read, but to get beyond the initial 

reader it has to be a terrific novel. 

Excite us. Surprise us. Delight us! ♥♥♥ 

in a YA. Cussing? 

Jenny: Swearing isn’t a problem in YA 
in NZ but perhaps it is in the States. 

Bron: What length should a YA be? 

Jenny: There are no rules to this. 

Bron: Are there any subjects that are 

taboo when writing a YA? 

Jenny: Not really but they have to be 
handled well. 

Bron: What are you looking for in a 

GREAT YA pitch at conference? 

Jenny: Strong plot, interesting ideas, 
great characters. 

Bron: Anything else you’d like to add? 

Any advice to those who are thinking of 

pitching? 

Jenny: You do need to read quite a 
few YA titles if you are aiming at that 

market. It’s hard to write good YA – it’s 

not just a matter of having teenage 

protagonists.  

Bron: What are the keys to creating 

excellent YA books? 

Jenny: I don’t think there’s a magic 
formula. First you need to focus on the 

readers—they are teenagers so they 

are different to other age groups, even 

to people in their 20s. Find out what 

they like to read, read YA fiction 

yourself and try and work out why it’s 

different and why teens like it. Plot is 

(Speed Dating...continued from page 15) 

Below are 10 ways authors and 

publishers fail on Twitter. Don't do 

these. Please. 

1. Don't have a Twitter account. 

(Seriously.) 

2. Don't list a web address. (You do 

have a website… right?) 

3. No profile picture. (How's that egg 

working for you? It's not.) 

4. Only Tweet once a week or, worse, 

once a month. (Who are you, again?) 

5. Use Twitter as a megaphone. (We're 

not at a carnival, so don't be a barker 

who merely shouts about your new 

book/product and sales and specials.) 

6. Talking at your followers, rather than 

with them. (See #5) 

7. Ignoring Tweets @you. (It's called 

"Social" Media for a reason.) 

8. Not Tweeting about topics that would 

interest your audience. (Hint: What 

genres do you specialize in? What is 

your book about?) 

9. Not passing along fascinating quotes 

or excerpts from your titles. (Give me a 

reason to read.) 

10. Not engaging your own authors, 

colleagues and/or authors from other 

houses. (Spread the love. Think 

"colleague", not "competition". Win/win 

for everyone in the end, especially if 

someone new finds your press or your 

book/s.) ♥♥♥ 

Janet Boyer is the author of Back in Time 

Tarot (Hampton Roads) and Tarot in 

Reverse (Schiffer Books, 2012). A prolific 

blogger and reviewer, as well as a Social 

Media Maven for publishers and authors, 

Janet’s main website is JanetBoyer.com. 

10 Ways Authors and Publishers Fail on Twitter  

When an author has 

a unique writing style, 

a fabulous voice, 

a different way  

of showing me the story, 

that’s when I take notice. 

Lucia Macro 

Executive Editor at Morrow/Avon  

in an interview in  

Romance Writers Report  

September, 2009 
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Countdown To Conference... 

au tho rs ) ,  o r  one  wh i c h  i s 

inappropriate to the publisher/line 

(otherwise you're wasting both your 

time and hers); 

• Don't give the editor ANYTHING other 

than your business card, which 

should have your ms title and 'TV 

Guide teaser' on the back. If she 

wants to see your work, she will 

request you mail it;  

• Don't corner the editor in the toilet/

hallway/elevator later and grill her on 

why she didn't request your 

manuscript;  

• Don't be nervous! Editors are people 

too, so be yourself and know your 

story. Enjoy this time to discuss your 

work because it might just be what 

the editor is looking for! ♥♥♥ 

A sometime web designer, stationery 

obsessive and full-time writer/workshop 

tutor, Paula Roe is currently published 

with Harlequin Enterprises’ Desire line. 

Her latest release was Promoted to Wife? 

which appeared in the Mothers Day Pack 

in May 2011. For more articles and where 

to get her backlist, visit her at 

www.paularoe.com. You can also catch 

her “First Chapters—How to Hook ‘em, 

How to Hold ‘em” workshop at this 

year’s RWA conference in Melbourne, 

August 2011. First printed in RWAustralia's 

newsletter, Hearts Talk, July 2004 and 

reproduced in The New Writer's Handbook 

2007 (Scarletta Press). 

(Perfecting Your Pitch...cont from page 12) 

S 
o what can you expect at ‘Love 
& Other Crimes’? Let’s distil all 
the info on the website and in 
the last few Heart To Hearts to 

give you an idea of the conference 
timetable. The final version will be in 
your goodie-bag at the registration 
desk. 

Friday 

7am (gulp!)—Cold Reads Workshops. 
Bring your first two pages to be read 
aloud anonymously (not by you.) Get 
an instant comment or critique from 
agent Jessica Faust from BookEnds 
Literary Agency or Sue Grimshaw, 
editor-at-large from Ballantine Bantam 
Dell. 

Then it’s the intensive all-day workshop 
Writing a Novel with best-selling author 
of more than forty books (and Jennie 
Crusie’s writing partner) Bob Mayer. 
There’ll be an opportunity before 
conference to send Bob material from 
your own ms—first lines, first page etc 
—for him to comment on during the 
workshop. 

Or you can spend the morning with 
Bob, and the afternoon at Other Worlds 

with author of young adult fiction, Maria 
V. Snyder (or flit between the two 
sessions to suit yourself). Morning and 
afternoon teas and lunch are included if 
you sign up for the full day.  

Or you can just attend the afternoon 
with Maria—afternoon tea included. 
Maria’s session also features Fiction for 

the NZ Market with Katie Haworth 
from Penguin NZ, and a sword-fighting 
demonstration by Nic Harrison and his 
team. 

6—7pm: First-Timers’ Welcome 
Reception—you’ll feel right at home. 

7—9pm: The Harlequin Royally 
Romantic Cocktail Party (free with the 
Weekend Conference, or $42 if you 
wish to bring a partner.) Dress up as 
royally romantic as you like. 

Saturday 

Up early again for more 7am Cold 
Reads Workshops—this time you can 
choose between editors Lucy Gilmour 
from Harlequin Mills & Boon or Angela 
James from Carina Press. Remember 
to bring the first two pages of your 
novel. You might even hear the magic 
words “I’d be interested to read more of 
this,” from one of the editors. 

Grab a quick breakfast and then the 
Weekend Conference begins. We’ll all 
be together in the main room for 
sessions from the following presenters:  

New York Times best-selling author 
Tess Gerritsen—a doctor who writes 
romantic suspense.  

Lucy Gilmour, editor from top 

romance house Harlequin Mills & 
Boon. 

Bob Mayer, who’ll talk about getting 
great conflict into your writing. 

Jessica Faust on how a literary 
agency works, what she’s looking for, 
current trends, etc. 

We’ll break apart twice during the day 
for sessions of your choice: 

Former Green Beret Bob Mayer on 
Special Forces Military Covert Ops. 

Or Harlequin author Molly O’Keefe 
on Putting Conflict on Every Page. 

Or Writing Paranormal with Maria V. 
Snyder. 

For authors published in book-length 
fiction only: The Sharp End—a Q&A 
session with thriller author Tess 
Gerritsen. 

The second selection of breakout 
workshops includes: 

Thrill Me, Chill Me with Tess 
Gerritsen.  

Or Ask an Agent—a Q&A session 
with agent Jessica Faust. 

Or Carriages and Carriage Driving 
Through the Ages with Vicky 
English. 

For authors published in book-length 
fiction only: It’s a Digital World—editor 
Angela James from Carina Press. 

After that we’re back together for the 
AGM, and then it’s off to change for the 
Romance World Cup Awards Dinner 
(tickets $69). Prize-winners from the 
year’s contests will be honoured, and 
the winner of The Clendon Award 
announced.  

Dress in colours to support your 
national rugby team! 

Sunday 

8am: For authors published in book-
length fiction only: Q&A session with 
Sue Grimshaw, with an emphasis on 
how bookstores work in the USA. 

Then we’re all together for the 
following: 

Dystopia with Maria V. Snyder. It’s 
the hottest new trend in fiction—Maria 
tells you why it’s so popular and how 
you can make it work. 

Sue Grimshaw presents Spotlight on 
Ballantine Bantam Dell—what this 
publishing house is currently seeking. 

Hook ’Em with Molly O’Keefe. Your 
novel needs a hook to reel in first the 
editor, then the reader, and really 
make your story stand out. Find out 
how to do it. 

Harlequin’s ‘Let’s Do Lunch’. Yum. 

Market trends with Cristina Lee, 
Sales and Marketing Director for 
Harlequin Australia. 

The breakout workshops for Sunday 
give you the choice of: 

Medical Alert with Lucy Gilmour of 
Mills & Boon, and Sue MacKay, 
medicals author. 

Or  Bob Mayer—Nai l ing  the 
Synopsis—boiling your story down to 
its essence. 

Or Sue Grimshaw—A Reader’s Take 
on Romance. What do readers really 
want? Sue translates this into what’s 
going on in the single title market. 

For authors published in book-length 
fiction only: Everything You Wanted to 
Know But Were Afraid to Ask—
Jessica Faust, BookEnds Literary 
Agency. 

The conference usually ends around 
4pm on Sunday. 

The RWNZ website will keep you 
updated on any changes.  

Register on-line. Conference Registrar 
Diana is waiting to hear from you 
before the Early Bird rates run out on 
July 10th. ♥♥♥   Kris Pearson 
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Romance Writers of New Zealand Inc. 

National Executive Committee Brief Job Descriptions 

Romance Writers of New Zealand Inc. 

Notice of Meeting 
 

It is hereby given that the tenth Annual General Meeting of the Romance Writers of New Zealand Inc. (RWNZ) 

will be held on Saturday 20 August 2011, at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Auckland.  

Members wishing to propose remits to be considered at this meeting must send them to the Secretary at: 
 

           AGM Remits 

           RWNZ 

           PO Box 10264,  

           Dominion Road,  

           Auckland 

by 5pm Saturday 25th June 2011. 
 

Please note that to be accepted remits: 

• May only be proposed by a current member. 

• Need to be seconded by a current member. 

• Must be dated. 

• Must be accompanied by arguments for the remit.      Abby Gaines, President 

  

WWHENHEN  SHOULDSHOULD  I I PROPOSEPROPOSE  AA  REMITREMIT??  

Propose a remit if you believe RWNZ 

needs to change something in its 

Constitution or bylaws.  

Vice President Tasks: 

• Preside over all meetings of the 
Executive in the absence of the 
President. 

• Assume the duties of the President in 
the event the President is temporarily 
incapacitated or otherwise unable to 
perform. 

• Until such time as the Vice President 
may be required to assume the duties 
of the President they will: 

• Act as Chapter liaison 

• Assume other duties to be decided 
upon in consultation with the rest of 
the Executive at the beginning of the 
term. 

• Attend Executive meetings (in person, 
via phone or the internet). 

• From time to time fulfil any other 
obligations designated by the 
Executive. 

President Tasks: 

• Serve as the Chief Executive Officer of 

RWNZ. 

• Serve as spokesperson in regard to 

established policy. 

• Call, set the agenda for, and preside 
over all meetings of the Executive 
Committee and meetings of the 
membership. 

• Appoint, with Executive approval, such 
committees as may be needed or 
provided for in the Rules and the 
chairpersons of such committees. 

• Serve as ex-officio member of all 

committees. 

• Appoint, with the approval of the 

Executive, non-voting office holders. 

• Execute RWNZ business as specified 
by the Executive Committee and 
established policy including, but not 
limited to, the expenditure of RWNZ 
funds in accordance with the annual 
budget approved by the Executive. 

• Open and close all bank accounts in 
conjunction with the Treasurer and 
Secretary. 

• Act as cheque signatory. 

• Co-ordinate all activities. 

• Attend Executive meetings (in person, 

via phone or the internet). 

• Fulfil any other obligations designated 

by the Executive. Publicity Officer Tasks: 

• Serve as spokesperson in regard to 
established policy. 

• Have responsibility for all publicity and 
press releases. 

• Arrange sponsorships. 

• Organise fundraising through events 
and applications to funders. 

• Attend Executive meetings (in person, 
via phone or the Internet). 

• Fulfil any other obligations designated 
by the Executive.  

Secretary Tasks: 

• Open and close all bank accounts in 
conjunction with the President and 
Treasurer. 

• Be responsible for the recording and 
preserving of minutes to all Executive 
meetings and presenting such minutes 
to the Executive for corrections and 
approval. 

• Prepare the nomination form, proxy 
form, notice of AGM and Agenda. 

• Send forms to members at the 
appropriate times. 

• Send election ballot papers (if 
necessary) to members. 

• Prepare minutes of the AGM. 

• Fulfil any other obligations designated 
by the Executive. 

• Act as cheque signatory. 

Treasurer Tasks: 

• Open and close all bank accounts in 
conjunction with the President and/or 
Secretary. 

• Act as cheque signatory. 

• Ensure all monies received are 
receipted and banked. 

• Ensure all accounts are paid by due 
date. 

• Keep annual cash book, computerised 
accounts and/or any other records 
deemed appropriate by the auditor 
showing adequate record of financial 
transactions to enable a clear, up-to-
date position of financial statements. 

• Ensure that the financial statements 
are ready for auditing at the end of the 
financial year. 

• Attend Executive meetings (in person, 
via phone or the internet). 

• Present a financial statement at 
Executive meetings. 

• Arrange for accounts to be audited 
annually. 

• Present an audited set of financial 
statements at the Annual General 
Meeting. 

• Prepare budgets. 

• Keep an asset register. 

• Fulfil any other obligations designated 
by the Executive. 

Membership Secretary Tasks: 

• Maintain a membership list. 

• Respond to queries by people seeking 
membership. 

• Register new members and send them 
membership packs. 

• Send out membership accounts. 

• Attend Executive meetings (in person, 
via phone or the internet). 

• Send address labels to the newsletter 
editor. 

• Fulfil any other obligations designated 
by the Executive. 

WWHATHAT’’SS  AA  REMITREMIT? ?   

A remit is a proposal put forward for 
discussion at an Annual General Meeting.  

WWHEREHERE’’SS  THETHE  

CCONSTITUTIONONSTITUTION??  

You’ll find a copy of 

RWNZ’s constitution 

on the RWNZ 

website. 

When I was a 

little boy they 

called me a liar, 

but now I am 

grown up they 

call me a writer. 

Isaac Bashevis 

Singer 
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REGIONAL CONVENORS 
 

Auckland: Frances Housden 

email: Fhousden@xtra.co.nz 
 

Central North (C2C):  
Gaylene Atkins 
email: ada.farms@xtra.co.nz 
 

Hawkes Bay: Ginny Suckling 

email: ginny.suckling@xtra.co.nz 
 

Wellington: Leeanne Morgan 

email: morgan.leeann@clear.net.nz 
 

Nelson: Annika Ohlson-Smith 

email: allan-annika@xtra.co.nz 
 

Blenheim: Iona Jones 

email: iona.jones@xtra.co.nz 
 

Christchurch: Jill Scott 

email: scotts@snap.net.nz 
 

Otago: Viv Adams 

email: whiteclifflodge@xtra.co.nz 

RWNZ News Around the Regions 
 

Keeping in touch with each other. 

AUCKLAND 
Our July meeting takes place on Saturday 2nd of July at 12.30pm in the Three Kings 

Tennis Pavilion on the corner of Mt Eden and Mt Albert Roads. This month Louise W. 

will be talking about getting creative. See you there. 

CENTRAL NORTH C2C 
Our May meeting was held at Leanne Shilton's home, Te Mata-Raglan. We came away 

with more tools to help us, and a hook to www.vickyenglishscamelot.blogspot.com 

Here Vicky has posted all the notes from the excellent workshop she gave on scene-

layering—and there is much more besides, so check it out. 

Our July meeting will be held on Saturday 9th of July at 12.00 midday at the home of 

Nicki Davidson in Matamata. Please bring a plate for the shared pot-luck lunch. The 

workshop to follow is titled, 'Turning up the Heat' (think 'sex scene' and building 

effective sexual tension). There will be more details and directions sent out via email 

closer to the meeting date.  

WELLINGTON 
Wellington/Kapiti branch had a hugely enjoyable June meeting—with new members 

Susan and Ngapera, Florence newly returned from Australia, and Gracie visiting from 

Waihi. We talked conference (of course!), caught up with all sorts of writerly news, and 

then discussed editing the first-draft pages Julie-Ann and Janet had sent us. 

Next meeting is on Saturday 2nd of July at 1pm at Meryl’s. Bring your conference pitch 

if you’d like to practise it, or the first two pages of your current book, and we’ll have 

our own ‘Cold Read’ session. Sadly no visiting editor or agent, so we’ll do our own 

critiquing. 

NELSON 
We had a very good June meeting, starting with Sally telling us about her writing 

retreat weekend at Portage Bay. We were all quite envious and probably there will be 

more of us there next year. We also discussed organizing a workshop weekend here in 

Nelson, maybe in November. So watch this space. 

After that we got stuck into writing a continuation of the beginnings we wrote last 

month. We wrote for 20 minutes and then read out our pieces and critiqued them. Very 

useful. It was great to have one of our prospective new members with us this time as 

well. During our coffee break we talked more about workshops and competitions.  

Our next meeting will be Saturday 9th of July at 2pm at 63 Golf Rd, Tahuna, Nelson. 

Anyone interested in Romance writing is welcome!  

OTAGO 
Kia Kaha Canterbury. Know we stand strong, right beside you forever.  

Writing-wise we’re all pushing ahead with projects, and conference attendees are fine-

tuning their First Impressions entries and editor pitches.  

Now, please grab your diaries as we’ve preset this year’s remaining meeting dates: 

July 16, August 13, September 10, October 8, November 5, and December 3.  

Tempted to join us? Do. For details, contact Viv. 

Supporters Wanted! 

One of the most fun parts of 

conference is being handed your 

goody-bag when you sign in.  

We all love those little treats!  

If you have friends or family in a 

business that might be willing to supply 

goodies for our conference goody-

bags, we’d love to hear from you! Past 

goody-bag supplies have included  

beauty product samples 

magazines  

pens  

stationery 

books 

snacks 

sweets  

chocolate  

breakfast items 

Your imagination is the limit! 

Please contact: Abby Gaines 

abby@abbygaines.com 

if you can help.  

Volunteers Needed 

Attending the RWNZ conference? Then how about putting your hand up for a wee 

job? Every year we depend on a small group of people to do all those little jobs 

that help make the conference run smoothly for everyone. 

If this is your first conference then volunteering is an excellent and easy way to 

meet people. 

Interested? Then please contact Sue Mackay at lsmackay@ts.co.nz 

Even if you have told other committee members that you’d like to help, please 

contact Sue. 
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 Judging Enquiries: 
Kamy Chetty 

kamychetty@yahoo.com 

Founder: 
Jean Drew 

(RWNZ founded Sept 1990) 

Principal Contest Co-ord: 
Viv Constable 

vconstable@xtra.co.nz 

Treasurer: 
Miriam Paxie 

Miriam.paxie@gmail.com 

Vice President: 
Iona Jones 

ionajones@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary: 
Louise Groarke 

louise@wlg.net.nz 

President: 
Abby Gaines 

abby@abbygaines.com 

Website Co-ord: 
Kamy Chetty 

kamychetty@yahoo.com 

Publicity: 
Jackie Coates 

jackiec@paradise.net.nz 

Immediate Past Pres: 
Pat Snellgrove 

pat.snellgrove@xtra.co.nz 

Membership: 
Kris Pearson 

kris.p@paradise.net.nz 

H2H Proofreading: 
Karen Browning 

kmbrowning@gmail.com 

H2H Content: 
Bron Evans 

bronwene@slingshot.co.nz 

H2H Layout: 
Gracie O’Neil 

gracieoneil@xtra.co.nz 

H2H Co-ord: 
Rachel Collins 

collins.rachel1@gmail.com 

Contact Details: 
Romance Writers of New Zealand, Inc 

PO Box 10264, Dominion Road, Auckland. 
 

Heart To Heart (H2H) is the official publication of  
Romance Writers of New Zealand (RWNZ)  

and is published eleven times a year.  
No part may be reproduced or used for profit by RWNZ  

or others without prior written permission from the editor. 
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily  

the views of RWNZ, its executive, or its editors.  
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy,  

no responsibility will be taken by RWNZ or the editors  
for inaccurate information. To subscribe to the RWNZ online 

loop, which is dedicated to the support of its writers by and for 
members, send a blank email to 

NZromance-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
or contact Suzanne Perrazini 

suzanne.perazzini@orcon.net.nz 
for more information. 

Chapter Short Story Contest 2011 
Contest Manager, Viv Constable, brings us an analysis of what caught 

the judges’ attention in the competition—good and bad.  

This year there were twenty seven 

entries in the Chapter Short Story 

Contest, covering a wide variety of 

themes. Due to the high calibre of the 

entries we had several tied scores, 

which resulted in seven finalists’ stories 

being sent to Julie Redlich, Fiction 

Consu l tan t  fo r  W oman’s  Day 

(Australia). We also have the added 

treat this year that twelve stories will be 

printed in Liaisons! 

Julie Redlich found the seven stories 

entertaining and fun reads, and 

commented on the difficulty she had in 

deciding the top three. “All the stories 

had a freshness that was very 

welcome, even when the indications of 

the plot seemed to hint at a well-

trodden path.” She went on to say she 

felt the writers conveyed a great depth 

of feeling in their stories. 

This year Julie has again encouraged 

entrants to put a lot of thought into the 

title they choose before submitting their 

short stories for consideration. She 

points out that whether it’s a title for a 

short story or a book, it’s your first 

chance to grab the editor’s attention. 

Three important points to remember 

when writing a short story aimed at a 

magazine are: 

• Keep the title short—three or four 

words are great. 

• A title that works for a book might not 

be an interest-grabber for a reader 

who is busy flipping her way through 

the magazine in a waiting room. 

• The magazine reader wants instant 

information from the title as to what 

lies ahead. 

With only 1500 words to play with, 

every word of your story must progress 

the plot and reveal the character. 

Entrants were challenged to write an 

opening that drew the reader in; to 

create memorable characters with 

natural dialogue, and place them in an 

arresting plot with great pace, then 

bring the story to a satisfying end. 

Summary of feedback from first-

round judges 

Key points from the highest scoring 

entries: 

• Imagery was used to draw the reader 

into the story. 

• The characters were well-developed 

with unique traits, and showed 

personal growth. 

• The stories had good pace with 

plenty of emotional punch. 

• Tight, fast-paced dialogue serves 

multiple purposes by advancing the 

plot and adding drama and conflict. 

• Good pacing and rhythm. 

• A satisfying conclusion (especially if 

there’s a surprise in the ending). 

• Good use of humour. 

Key points from the score sheets: 

• Good punctuation, grammar and 

spelling will increase the enjoyment 

of the story. 

• Read your story out loud. This will 

help to improve the flow of your 

dialogue. 

• Never underestimate the power of 

good dialogue—it helps with the pace 

of the story and reveals aspects of 

your characters’ emotions. 

• Introduce the tension early and hook 

your reader. 

• Show visceral reaction to help the 

reader connect with what your 

characters are feeling. 

• Be careful not to repeat yourself. The 

reader is smart, they’ll pick up 

information. They don’t need to be 

told the same thing in several 

different ways. 

• Set your scene in time and place. 

• Show don’t tell to increase the pace. 

• Varying sentence length helps 

emphasise mood and create tension. 

• Too much backstory slows the pace 

of the story. 

Congratulations to the three winners—

Yvonne Walus, Tyree Connor, and 

Rachel Jones—and to finalists Melissa 

Smith, Sherilee Wakelin, Kendra 

Delugar and Rachel Jones (second 

entry). 

Sadly, I have to report this year that, 

due to a change of direction in 

Woman’s Day (Australia), a number of 

features have been dropped. As a 

result the three winners will not have 

the added bonus of their stories being 

published. Next year the contest team 

will be investigating new avenues to 

carry the contest forward. 

We would like to thank Frances Loo of 

Chapter for her continued generous 

sponsorship of the contest, final judge 

Julie Redlich of Woman’s Day, and the 

first-round judges. ♥♥♥ 


